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The Paper

I Defines and measures Implied Currency Depreciation (“ICD”)
conditional on sovereign default

I Shows that greater levels of ICD today are associated with
larger future EUR/USD returns

I short to medium-term horizons
I even after controlling for liquidity, FX vol, VRP, global

currency factors...
I robust to different definitions of ICD

I Performs out-of-sample tests of predictability and shows that

I RMSE(ICD) < RMSE(random walk) (5% conf. level)

I Looks at determinants of ICD

I negatively related to sovereign CDS
I positively related to FX option-implied vols
I negatively related to realized local equity market returns
I negatively related to measures of liquidity in funding markets
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Predictive Regressions

I 0.08× 2× 1× 252 ≈ 43% annualized EUR/USD return!
I Impementable trading strategy: distribution of returns of such

strategy, Sharpe ratio, maximum draw-down, etc?
I OOS tests of forecast accuracy

I vs. random walk model (done in the paper)
I vs. VRP predictive model
I how about using VRP + ICD?
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ICD Determinants

ICDi ,t = a + bXi ,t + cYt + εi ,t

I ↗ i ’s sovereign risk associated with ↘ in ICDi ,t – why use
the EUR as opposed to the USD contract?

I ↗ in FX options’ implied vols associated with ↗ in ICDi ,t –
can be rationalized by state of the art CDS quanto models

I Stochastic default intensity process λt
I Stochastic FX rates Xt (locally) correlated with λt
I FX jump conditional on default
I Comparative static: higher σX yields higher CDS quanto spread

I Why not using country i ’s GDP as explanatory variable?
Large country default should have larger impact on EUR/USD
than small country default, everything else equal
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ICDT Definition/Interpretation

I Basic model
I Pi : all-upfront CDS premium (in % of initial notional) for

contract in currency i
I X : exchange rate (EUR/USD)
I R: recovery rate upon credit event
I T : contract maturity; τ : credit event time
I rt : USD short term rate process

I If no market segmentation between USD and EUR contract:

PUSD,T = Ê
[
e−

∫ τ
0 rs ds1{τ<T}(1− R)

]
PEUR,T = Ê

[
e−

∫ τ
0 rs ds1{τ<T}(1− R)

Xτ

X0

]

I Thus, ICDT defined as:

ICDT = 1−
PEUR,T

PUSD,T

= 1−
Ê
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0 rs ds (1− R) Xτ

X0
|τ < T
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What Does ICDT Measure?

I ICDT = risk-neutral expected currency depreciation (between
today and time τ) conditional on a credit event occurring at
time τ < T?

I Yes if (set of sufficient conditions)

I No market segmentation
I US short term rates process {rt}t≥0, recovery rate R, and

exchange rate Xt are mutually independent

ICDT = Ê
[
X0 − Xτ

X0

∣∣∣∣τ < T

]

I ICDT does not measure the FX jump upon a sovereign
defaulting (gap risk that dealers care about)

I ICDT does not measure the difference between (a) the FX
rate conditional on a default and (b) the FX rate conditional
on no default within T periods
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Potential Issues with ICD Interpretation

I Assume rt = r is constant, but assume some correlation
between R and Xt
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)
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I Reasonable to assume that larger FX depreciations are
associated with lower recovery rates

I Magnitude of that term? Assume

Ê (R|τ < T ) = 40%

σ̂ (R|τ < T ) = 10%

σ̂

(
Xτ

X0

∣∣∣∣τ < T

)
= 10%

ˆcorr

(
R,

Xτ

X0

∣∣∣∣τ < T

)
= 50%

I Correction term ≈ 0.80% small. Good!
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Potential Issues with ICD Interpretation

I ICDT as the risk-neutral expected currency depreciation
conditional on a default?

I What if market segmentation, meaning that there is not one,
but several risk-neutral measures?

I Quanto spreads mostly driven by technicals

I EUR CDS contracts

I Negative basis traders and CVA books hedging counterparty
risk (driving EUR CDS prot. buying flows)

I CLN flows (dealers driving EUR CDS prot. selling flow)
I Low volumes, liquidity impacted by 2011 European reg.

banning naked shorts

I USD CDS contracts dominated by

I Macro hedge funds (mostly buyers of USD CDS prot.)

I Quanto positions very expensive for bank from a capital
standpoint (CDS not nettable, large implied FX exposure)

I Change in standard ISDA definitions (2003 vs. 2014, which
trades wider)
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